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TAXONOMY OF COLLABORATION IN
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Abstracl Integrity, trust building and colloboralion among lhe Supply Chaiıı players are the mııiıı themes

for a successful Supply Chain Maııogemenl (SCM) applicatioıı aııd mostly appeared iıı the literü]ıure. The
changiıtg nalure of compelitiyeness shifted power from rtrms to supply chains as a whole, making SC|M dnd
especially collaboralioıı vital for gaüing and sustainiııg competilive adı,anlage. Coupled with ,zll the
advances in Iııfurmation Techııology (IT), e-collaboratioıı became lhe key concept in facililating both Jirm aııd
supply chaiıı performance. This article pro,ıides a critical look at ihe intersection of supply chain manallemeııt
qnd collaboration lopics. After tntroducing lhe imporlance aııd beııefils of collaboratioıı and role of )'T, this
article focuses oı,ı the tğxonamy of ihe collaboration models aııd frameworks provided in the SCM literature.
Scope, stı,engths, weııknesses aııd limitations of the currenl modeliııg and framework developmeılt effois are
also discııssed comparatively. The study reyeals lhal inlersection of supply chdin and collabcraıioıı
interaclioü1 topics needs İo be improved in the literature and succesdul implicatioıı of collabcraIion

framew,orks ensures and conlribules to \he success of SCM models.

Kelıu ords- col I ab orali on, mod e lin g, supply c h ai ı,ı

INTRODUCTION

Supply chain management encompasses the planıing and management of all activities invohed in
sourcing and pfocurement, conversion, and all Iogistics management activities, including the coordination and
colIaboration with chanıel partnels, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third-party service providers, and
customels Il]. Reflecting the dynan,ıic and global nature of today's economy, thcre has bceır increased
expectations on visibility, velociŞ, accessibility and coffüectivity on supply chain partners, causing the supply
chains to become more lengthy aıd complex [2,3]. with all these increased pressures, since the early l990s
there l]as been a growing understaıding that supply chain management should be built around t]]e integlation
of trading partners [4]. In the modcrn world where competition is no longer between the organisatiorls but
between supply chains, coordination and col]aboration beconre the key to effectiveness, agility and
competitiveness ofthe supply chains [5,6].

With all the opportunities offered by the lntemet-based information systems, it is well-pıoverı and
establİshed that IT improves both intra- and inter-oıgarıizationaI coordination |2, 7 , 8, 9J. By making poı;sible
the shaıing of laıge amounts of information, lT has enabled real- time collaboration and integration bet,,veen
supply chain partners; and the Internet became the information technology which has the most prof'ound
impact on business integration and collaboration [10, l1]. As such, the use of IT has chaıged the nature of
business from intra- to inter- enterprise and IT became one ofthe most crjtical enablers fol integrity [4, !), 12,
13] as well as necessi§ [l4]. By providing various levels of integlity laıging from restricted electlonic data

lGoknur Arı.ı A§,uz. AhIııı I Ini\'Crsity. Iracuıly of Enginccring. Indusırial Iingincering l)epart ent. Incck.  nka14 Turkiyc,
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interchange (EDI) usage to seamless coupling of enterprise-wide systems among supply chain partners,

advarıces in IT led to the concepts of 'e-supply chain' arıd 'e,collaboraıion'.
Collaboration in the context of supply chain is arı amorphous meta concept that has been interpreted in

maıy different ways by both organizations aıd individuals, academic definitions focusing on üe business-to-

business (B2B) internet-based technologies while practical definitions having a wider scope I l5].
Reference [8] investigates various studies on supply chain coordination and mention the following

definitions for supply chain coordination:
. collaborative working forjoint planıing, joint product development, mutual exchange of

information and integrated information systems, cross coordination on several levels in the companies on

the network, long term cooperation and fair sharing ofrisks and benefits,
. Two or more independent companies workingjointly to plan to execute supply chain operations

with greater success than when acting in isolation,
. A win/win anangement that is likely to provide improved business success for both parties.

. A strategic ıesponse to the challenges that arise from the dependencies.

The continuum of 'competition) cooperation) collaboration) coalesçence' is defined in terms of
degrees of objective alignment among the supply chain partners and 'col]aboration' is considercd as the third

stage along this continuum in I l6].
The typical collaboration modes involve demand-side collaboration, supply-side collaboration and overalt

synçhronization [17]. Beyond simple e-buy and e-sell activities, the collaboration concept involves integration
and sharing of process, design and resources Il5], as well as transp ency and sharing of information among

the supply chain members Il8]. This trarüspaıency and sharing of information involve all the processes and

resources ofthe value chain, including:
. product design & development,
. demand estimation,
. inventory& producıion plarıning.
. fuIfiIlment & delivery planrıing.

and extending tojoint problem solving & decision making, joint financial plaıning & risk sharing. Wiüin
this broad perspective, the level of supply chain integration or collaboration should be determined by business
needs related to supplier development, strategic soulcing, outsouıcing, customeI compliance, product

development, supply chain efficiency and ıesponsiveness [5]. This wide scope of the concept is also

emphasized in [8], mentioning the various perspectives of supply chain coordination in literafure as follows:
. resource sharing,
. risk and reward sharing,
. responsibility,
. holistic view of coordination.
. workflow arıd resource,
. dependency,
. mufuality,
. joinı promoıiona] activities.
ı joint forecasting,
o jointdecision-making,
. benefit sharing.

Adoption ofcollaboration is mainly driven by the increased need of information sharing & visibility along
the supply chain, efficient communication in a distributed networb cost İeduction, increased opportunities on

partnership, flexibility, adoptability [15] aıd increased desire to improve coordination [l9]. The idea is to
integrate the value creation pİocesses with a total end-customer driven orientation and improving
competitiveness through a coordinated effort in a leaı environment [20].

Benefits accruing from effective collaboration include: elimination of excess inventory, reduction of lead
times, increased sales, improved customer service, efficient product development efforts, low manufacturing
costs, increased flexibility to cope with high demand uncedainty, increased customeı retention, and revenue
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enl]ancements [8], as well as elimination of the bullwhip efiect by linking the inventory and replenıshment
decisions, reduction of invenlory levels up to 50% without compromising service levels, better utilization of
production capacity and transport resources Il9]. Literafure also supports that lack of coordination may resü]t
in poor performance of supply chain, such as increased costs of stock out, expediting, tıansshipment,
advertising aıd sale prepaıation, excess inventory obsoIescence and disposal [8].

Lİterature consistently suppods the idea that integration betrveen firms improvcs firm's operatioııal and
business performance [10,2l]. Despite the clear relation between integration and performaıce, Vaart and
Donk [22] highlight the excessive variation in the way diffeıent authols try to capture suppl1, chain
integration, lack of clarity of definitions aırd constructs used in measurement, as well as level of aıa ysis in
their cıitical review of survey-based studies focusing on the relationship between integration aıd performance.
The study StreSSeS that it iS important to acquire a better understaırding of the interactions or relationships
between these factors. The idea that the supply chain coordination is still in the development stage is also
supported in [8]

As such, the rest of the article will focus on the supply chain collaboration ınodeling and franıework
development efforts in litelature, organized as follorı,s: Section 2 treats the main approaches, nodt:ls and
framework for supply chain collaboration, providing a taxollolıy and comparatively discussing the strengths
and weaknesses of each. Section 3 will provide discussion and further research.

APPROACHES, MODELS AND FRAMEWORKS FOR COLLABORATION

Literature contains various models, strategies and initiatives, representing various degre,es of
colIaboration, starting with the initial approaches ofquick response (QR), efficient consumer response (ECR),
continuous replenishment policy (CRP), vendor managed inventory (VMI) and leading to col]abıırative
planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) [12, 23, 24].

Besides these approaches, there exists framework development efforts [24] to extend CPFR, as rvell as
vaıious matulity models based on collaboration/integriry levels; and opelations ıeference models deıfining
standardized supply chain processes and metrics as tie base of collaboration. This section wiIl discuss all of
these efforts in detail.

Initia| Approaches (QR, EcR, CRP and VMD

Quick response, efficient customer response! continuous replenishment policy aıd vendor managed
inventory appear as four main initial approaches for providing supply chain collaboration. Althoulfı the
distinctions between these strategies are not obvious, the main differences arise from decision point o1'sales
forecasting and order generation, inventory ownership, as well as skills and responsibilities ofthe vendoı,.

Among these strategies, QR delegates only the forecasting ıesponsibility to the vendol and the ıı:tailcr
makes decisions to generate orders. This stlatery appeafs as a modified version ofjust-in-time replenis]ıment
strategy. ECR appears as a demand-driven, pull type of material movement aimed at providing a responsive,
customer-driven system allowing distributors and suppliers to work togetheI in order to maximize conıjulner
satisfaction and minimize cost. As such, it appears similar to quick response in using pull type of movi)ment
trying to pıovide continuous, quick arüd efficient inventory flow. CRP involves contlactual, mufual alliance
and vendor is involved in demaıd forecasting and inventory control. VMI represents the level at which vendor
has the largest set of responsibilities, making the vendor the primary decision maker for demaıd forecasting,
inventory control and retail management. Thus, in VMI there is a high level of power for the supplier, but QR
gives more power to tlıe retailer. Sfudy in [24] classifies QR as 'low' and \.MI as'high'degrees of
partnership.

A comparative summary table is given below in terms of order geneıation, inventory ownership arrd
vendor skills, as adopted from [24];
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TABLE l
Com arison table for R, ECR, CRP aıd \4\4I, Ado ted from 241

Besides order generation decision, inventory ownership and vendor skills, the following three maın

dimensions aıe also mentioned in [24] for the purposes ofcornparison:
. the organizational scope ofmaıagement: intemal logistics/supply chairı/ supply chain network
ı the degree of operational activity :execution/plarıninğstrategic choices
. the decision-making frequency: periodical/real time

From üe above discussion, it is evident that the distinctions among these approaches are blurred and that

all of them mainly focus on efficiencies and collaboration related with oıder replenishment and inventory

plarıning. As such, üe scope of collaboıation in this class of approaches appear as restricted mairİy to

inventory management, alüough the scope of responsibility changes. Since they do not contain starıdardized
process definitions, collaboration mechanisms oı measuıement, metric & benchmarking tools, they can be

classified as'approach' oı'philosophy' to leplenishment and inventory planning, rather üan being models or

framewoıks for collaboration.

CPFR (Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment) Model

Representing a still 'higber' degree of partnenhip, üe Volıııtary Inter-İndustry Commerce Standards

(VICS) Association developed the CPFR@ [25] initiative in the late l990's. As a business practice combining
the intelligence of multiple tlading paıtners in the planning and fulfillment of customer demand, CPFR links
sales and marketing best practices to supply chain plarırıing and execution processes to inclease availability
while reducing inventory, tlafısportation aıd logistics costs. The model defines four Collaborative Activities
to improve their performaıce:

. strategy & planning: Establish the ground rules for the collaborative relationship, determining the

product mix and placement, and develop event p|ans for the period.
. Demand & Supply Management: Project consumer (point-of-sale) demand, as well as order arıd

shipment requirements over the p]anning horizon.
. Execution: place orders, prepare and deliver shipments, receive aıd stock products on retail

shelves, record sales transactions and make payments.
. Analysis: Monitor planning and execution activities for exception conditions. Agglegate results,

and calculate key performance metrics. Share insights and adjust plaıs for continuously improved ıesults.

CPFR provides the breakdown given in Figure 1 for each activity and contains the nine steps given in
Figure 2.
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Demand forecastingRetailerRetailer- managedQR
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VendorECR Joint, pull type

Either party Demand forecasting and
inventory control.

CRP Contractually agreed levels,
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Demand forecasting,
inventory contİol and
retail management.

VendorVendor-managed\.N{I
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FIGURE 1

CPFR model [24]

FIGURE 2
Steps ofCPFR [25]

Starting froıı stratery, CPFR covers demand & supply management, enables performance assessment and
exception maıageı]]ent. It is always superimposed on an existing demand plaıning and replenishment prot:ess.
As such, CPFR both enhaıces and is compatible with conventional oıdering processes & vendor-managed
(\/}4I). The distinguishing factor in these altematives is who takes the lead in three collaboration tasks: sales
forecasting, order planninğforecasting, and older generation. When compared wiü vendor-powered \,MI
mode|, CPFR requires agreement and collaboration ofthe vendor and supplier sides [25].

The model contains predetermined scenarios for four different trading relationships: Retail Event
Collaboration (for highly promoted channels or categories), DC (Distribution ChanneI) Replenishrrıent
Collaboration (for goods replenished through distribution centers), storeJevel collaboration (for direct sıore
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delivery or retail Dc_to-store distribution) and Collaborative Assortment Planning (for apparel arıd seasonal

goods) [25]. Among them, DC replenishment collaboıation is a CPFR scenario that enhaıces continuous
replenishment programs such as co-managed inventory or vendor-managed inventory (VMl).

As a model üat enables real_time sharing of information among partners, CPFR model is mentioned in
literature as providing significant benefits and performance-Ielated improvements. CPFR is emphasized to

provide greater Visibility to improve replenishment accuracy, out-of-stock reduction, overstock Ieduction,

alignment of production capacity to meet customeı demand, increased efficiency of the flow of product

between trading partnels; as well as product flow benefits including optimized ordel quantities minimizing
the operations costs of picking, loading and ıınloading (vics.org 2004). By referring to previous research,

study in [12] confirms that CPFR was able to improve the supply chain performance by resporsiveness
intensification, product availability, inventory aıd associated cost reduction and revenue gowth. The typica1

benefits of CPFR are mentioned as increased profitability, reduced inventory, shortened cycle time, moıe
efficient transportation and decrease of shortages. Based on previous literatue, sfudy in [26] emphasizes the

fact that adaptation of higher levels of collaboration among membeıs of a supply chain creates greatel beneflts
for the supply chain, as large amounts of information available with CPFR aıe being effectively used to

minimize the uncertainty along the supply chain. The comparative simulation-based study given in Il2] also
provide strong support on the performance- related improvements provided by increased level of
collaboration. Their study compares fouı scenarios having different collaborative alternatives against the non-

collaborative scenario in terms of average service level, average fulfillment rate, average order cycle time and

total System cost, revealing that shaİed information on sales, inventory and capaciŞ provide significaırt
impıovements in terms of üe performance measures defined.

with all these proven benefits, CPFR involves stronger linkage of business plarırıing, forecasting and

replenishment üıough deeper information sharing Il2] when compared with pleviously mentioned strategic

approaches. Main difference between CPFR and other collaborative alTangements is that under CPFR, both

parties are informed of exceptions, which generate the coilaborative activities aimed at resolving these

exceptions via an exception engine pointing out discrepancies [23]. As such, when compared with the models
mentioned in 2.1, CPFR represents a tighter and higher form of collaboration.

Despite all these benefits and much wider scope of collaboration, üe following limitations can be

identified foı the CPFR model:
1) The model represents aı approach which is still material management and logistics oriented and

lacks various stages of the supply chain, such as product design aıd development collaboration, human

Iesoulces and after-sales support.
2) Although the model contains customer and supplier scorecards, it does not provide a customer-

centric or supplier centric approach. As such, customer relationship management (CRM) and supplier
relationship management (SRM) ale nöt at the heart ofthe model.

3) The model does not contain any fiırüer standardized process definitions beyond the activity
breakdown depicted in Figure l, and stages defined in Figure 2. As such, it does not provide a process

reference model as a structulal base of co]] aboralion.
4) The model does not provide measurement and metrics definitions at different levels of hierarchy.

As such, the model does not enable performance measurement and benchmarking.
5) The model does not define the dimensions of çollaboration aıd object items to be shared during

collaboration. As such, inputs and outputs for each collaboration step are not defined.
6) The model does not involve the 'trust' aspect of the collaboration and does not mention trust-

building mechanisms.
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SCM Framework By Derrouiche et a1.I24|

A newer collaborative suppIy chain framework is proposed in [24], which deserves detailed discussion in
a sepafate Subsection. This framework depicted in Figure 3 is based on five criteıia: extent of the
collaboration, objects involved in the collaboration, nature of the col]aboration, decision Ievel and fre quency
of decisions.
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FIGIB.E,1
Cartographic tool [24]

The developed fıamework is then applied to CPFR model using an analysis gljd tool and stages of (]PFR
model are matched to the dimensions of the framework. Thus, the framework is used to complernert the
CPFR mode1. This framework is a valuable contribution from üe foIlowing aspects:
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FIGURE 3
Framework by Derıouiche et al, |24)

The model contains four different time frames for the 'frequency' (long term/middle tern/short
terrn/ıeal time) corresponding to four levels of'decision' (stlategic/ tacticaV operational/ executional). The
natue of collabofation exlends lrom 'making objects avai|able' to 'collcctive expertise'; context of
collaboration extends from 'data' to 'expertise' and 'profit'. The model handles both inter- and intra (boü
bi- and multi-Ievel) collaboration. Using these dimensions, a 'collaborative cartography' is dev:loped
which leplesents ranges of collaboration. The cartography approach is depicted below:
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. It clarifies marıy dimensions, objects and nafure of collaboration, alleviating the cpFR limitatıon
item no. 5 mentioned in 2.2.

. lt is applied to CPFR model. Therefoıe, it caı be argued that this framework is compliaıt with CPFR,
providing a complement to CPFR.

. It provides a practical, visual tool for determining üe current collaborative positioning along various

dimensions. This tool enables determining the relative positioning along various dimensions. As Such, it can

be argued that limitation item no. 4 mentioned in 2.2 is handled to a certain exlent.

. It provides a basis foı fiırüer trl\,tl modeling of a collaborative information system.

Although the CPFR limitation items l, 2 and 3 still prevail, we believe that this framework provides a

significant extension to CPFR model. It can be argued that if supplemented with sound, standardized process

references, a much more comprehensive collaboration model can be obtained based on this framework.

Operations Reference Models: Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR), Design Chain
operations Reference Model (DCoR) & Customer Chain Operations Reference Model (CCoR)

SCoR model developed by Supply Chain Council provides a framework designed to link business

process, metrics, best practices and techlolory features into a unified structure to support commiınication

among supply chain partners and to implove the effectiveness of supply chain management and related supPlY

chain improvement activities [27]. The model is structured aıound SOURCE / MAKE / DELIVER / RETI lRN
processes along with 'Pl-AN' aıd 'ENABLE' functionality for each process, as shown below:

FIGURE 5

Basic SCOR struchıre [27]

SCOR model has üe following basic properties:
. pıovides a reference model for business process alignment.
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o Has plocess orientation aıd builds on the concepts of process reengineering, perfcrmance
measuf ement and logistics management.

. Includes structuled bui]ding blocks, together with standaId descriptions of pıocesstıs, key
performance indicators (KPI'r, best practices and soflu,aıe functionalities needed associat:d ıvitlr
the beSt pIactices.

. provides a configurabIe and cross-functional framework.

With aIl these critical properties, SCOR became the most commonly accepteümajor framework [!l8, 29].
Especially the pfoperties of having process building blocks and being measurement & metrics orientel make
SCOR a strong strucfural foundation for supply chain standardization, communication and collaborat on. As
such, it can be considered as one ofthe critical models for supply chain collaboration.

Despite all these StIengths, the following can be argued as the main limitations of SCoR, based on the
gaps mentioned in [28] and the scope ofthe modeI:

l. Model does not address sales & maIketing (demand generation), product development, rt:search
and development, and some elements of post-delivery customer support. The Model is silent also in
the areas of human resouıces, training, and quality assulaıce.

2. SCOR caı only lepresent the business flow between legal or geographical entities, not matrjx-type
organizations or thc concept of 'virfual enterprisc'.

3. SCOR is limited to representing one single supply chain, while most enterprises may be associated
with multiple channels ofmarkets oI products.

4. For benchmarking purposes, KPl's of SCOR arc not readily available in the tafgeted conlpany,
especially the Aross-Site information. This maİes gap identification (between as-is and to-be status),
comparing and clustering of the companies in tcrms of performance difficult. Unequal readirıess of
IT infrastructuIe, conflicts of management interests arıd presence of a multitude of non-weighted
metrics again makes SCOR difficult and complicated to use as a practical benchmarking tool Even
when KPI analysis is available, intangible problems caınot be identified, such as cultural conflicts
or coordination uncertainti9s.

5. Lacks the metrics for intaıgible assets, trust, collaboration aıd information ploductivity.
6. Order modification, activities of collaborative design aıd CRM aı,e not taken care of.

To alleviate the scope ]imitations from product ıesearch & development and the customer viewpoints,
DCOR [30] and CCOR [31] are developed, respectively. These two models are inspired by SCOR modı:l and
they exhibit consistent structures with SCOR model.

DCOR is structured aıound PLAN/ RESEARCH/ DESIGN /lNTEGRATE/ AMEND processes, covering
the cycle of new product design& development and design change management of existing prolucts.
Similarly, CCOR focuses on the customer side and it is strucfured around PLAN/ RELATE/ SELL/
CONTRACT/ ASSIST processes, integfating saIes activities, contract management, account ınanagemeııt and
post-SaIeS support.

As such, both DCOR and CCOR caı-ı be thought of as add-ons to SCOR model stıxcfuIe, adding the
design ald customeı processes to SCOR and thus providing a wider scope. Ayers [1] mention thes() two
models as 'sister models filling the gaps of SCOR'. However, these add-ons do not solve the other SCOR
limitations (items no: 2 to 6) mentioned above. Thus, SCOR structure amended by CCOR and DCOR
provides a very strong foundation for suppIy chain coordination in tern,ıs of processes and metrics definiı.ions,
but they aıe still far irom solving the problems of metlics complexity, measuring degree of collaboıation
among supply chain partners and being a pıactical benchmarking tool. These operations reference m,ıdels
refer to CPFR model as 'bcst practice'.

Maturi§ Models Based on Integration/Collaboration

As well as the approaches and frameworks mentioned in 2.1 thıough 2.4, the literature contains va,ious
maturity models trying to classi§ı and define various levels of integrity/collaboration and relating these sl,ages
to the mafuıity levels aıd performance ofthe supply chain partners. The following table summarizes five ınain
matulity models:

TABLE 2
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Comparison table for various maturity models

Maturity levels Description
Computer Sciences
Corp. (CSC)
Framework
based on [32]

. Functional integlation

. Logistics integration

. Inter-orgaıizational
processes integration

. collaborative Initiatives

. complete joirü/collaboration

Defines mafurity levels in terms
ofscope of
integration/collaboration,
staning from fiııctional
integration and extending to
complete join.

Business orientation
Maturity Model by
Lockamy & Mc
Cormack [33]

. Ad-hoc

. Defined

. Linked

. Integrated

. Extended

. A SCOR-based model

. Starting with the ill-defmed
processes within aı enterprise,
the stages are defined in terms
of degree and enend of
collaboration for various
procesSeS.

. Highest level of integrity
corresponds to the 'extendcd'
ler el 1multi-firm networks ale
sırongly coupled by ırusl.&
mutual dependency.

. Developed as a common
language for benchmaıking
purposes, this mode1 is critical
as being SCOR-compliaırt,
providing a grade scale for
classifuing the company into
one oflhese classes.

Capability Maturity
model integration-
CMMI [31]

.Initial

. Managed

. Defined

. Quantitatively managed

. optimizing

Ability to include quantitative
approaches is defined as a

maturity level. Contains a Set

ofbest practices aıd roadmap

Classification by
Bendoly and Jacobs
IJ5l

. Fundamentals

. cross-functional te ams

. Integıated enterprise

. Erlended supply chain

. supply chain communities

Defines a 5-stage evolution
model extending to'supply
chain communities'.

PMMM (Kerzner
Project Management
Maturi§ model)
tı,36]

. common language

. common processes

. singular methodolory

. Benchmarking
ı continuous improvement

Among these maturity models, CSC framework prioritizes functional& logistics integration foI inteI-

organizational collaboration and extends the degIee ofcollaboration to 'completejoin' stage. Business process

orientation model given in [33] stands out as being ScoR-dependant and providing a grading and

classification scheme for ctassifoing the organization into predefined maturity stages. CMMI model contains

mainly best practices and roadmap, whereas PMMM model has the focus on the ability of 'project

management'. Bendoly aııd Jacobs [35] try to describe the evolution aıd their classification can be considered

again as a roadmap. PMMM model seeks for excellence in project management and aimed at providing

comrnon laıguage, processes and singular methodolory.
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Ayers [1] also mention a 4Jevel of maturiry classification e(ending lrom 'no chain' to 'infoımation
ııetworks'. This classification is based on supply chain §pes defined in [37], which difl'ers by its 'over
classiflcation' of supply chain types into l6 classes and it contains inconsistencies in the naming of the
supply clıain §pcs such as 'n]icro chain', 'market dominance and blocking', 'speed to markct' and
'innovation'.

Although different naming and terminolory is present, in all of these matuIity models we observe efforts
of moving from functional and intemally- focused structures to extended architectures that caı commıınicate
and collaborate beyond the enterprise. It is eyident that clearly defined and integrated intıa-enterprise Jırocess
definjtions are vital for being able to move to higher levels of integrity. It can easiJy be afgue d that
standardizing, streamlining and coordinating the internal functions properly represents a critical stıge of
evolution [2]. As internal silos of functional information are broken down, enterprise-wide appliı:ations
become efficiently in place. Only after this stage that extemal integrity considerations and collaboration with
other supply chain partners can be in question. Thus, intemal coordination and collaboration is a prere,luisite
for successful collaboration among supply chain partners. Literature fully supports 1his idea of'iııternal
integıity first' and detailed discussions ofthis idea can be found in [2]. Above- mentjoned mafurity rıodels
caı be criticized from the following aspects:

. They lack the detailed and standardized process definitions. Among them, only model given in [33]
utilizes the SCOR process definitions but the othels do not provide any lower level process
reference.

. They do not plovide metrics and measulement tools that can measure 'degree ofcollaboration'. As
such, they aıe far from being a practical tool that can measure collaboration.

. They do not define the dimensions of collaboration and object items to be shared during
collaboration. As such, inputs aıd outputs for each collaboration step are not defined.

n This class of models again lacks the 'trust' aspect and the human side ofthe collaboration issu:.

DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

41

Detailed treatment of approaches, models and frameworks in Section 2 clearly reveals that literature still
1acks consistent definitions, terminolory and sfuucfuIes for coIlaboration modeling. This idea is also suplıorted
in [8]. Cunent litefature seems to be fragmented in different laıes of'various collaborative approaches',
'operation reference model§' and 'maturity models'. Approaches mentioned in 2.1 suggest oııJy üe
philosophy for collaboration and does not touch upon the structure. CPFR model stands out as a major
collaboration model but has sevcral limitations, as mentioned in 2.2. Operation reference rnodels have clearly
defined, standardized process definitions and metrics structuıe to provide a strucfural foundation for
collaboıation, still having their own drawbaçks. Maturity models intend to define evolution along v;ırious
degrees of col1aboratior/integrity but they again lack üe process and technology infrastructure.

On top of this fragmentation, drarvbacks and limitations of culrent supply chain perfornıance
measulement Systems aıe already weil discusscd aİd proven in supply chain perfoımance measur€ment
literature. Seeking for a balance of pfocesses, struggling with complcxity & inconsistency of metricıı aıd
failİng to coffıect stratery and measuıement, current supply chain literaturc is still in search of a holisti; and
consistent performance measurement system Il4, 38, 39, 40]. As Such, curlent approaches, reference models
and maturjty models do not appear to solve the performance manageinent problems of today's collaboı,ative
supply chains.

Gaps of coordination perspectives and conceptual models are also well-discussed in [8], emphasizing üe
following:

. need for handling different cooıdination mechanisms to deal with üe compleities in managing the
interdependencies like resource, knowledge&, infoımation shaıing, joint working, joint decision
making, joint design arıd development of product, joint pıomotions, implementing information
systems, designing risk-sharing contracts.

. need fol quarıtifying and assessing the shength of coordination aıd developing a numbi:r of
pelformance measures to capture the impact ofcoordination in a holistic manner.

. need for moıe empirica1 studies regarding the proper implementation ofcoordination mechanisrns.
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The authors also believe that soft aspects like effects of mutual trust and orgaıizational Structue on

collaboration are also neglected in literature. Web-based alchitectural ıequirements, together with platform-

independence and security issues are also major concems on üe way to obtain seamless e-collaboration

among Supply chain partners.
Thus, authors hold the opinion that literah]re still lacks a comprehensive, unified and consistent Supply

chain collaboration model which can:
. provide standardized process definitions, objects and infrastructuİes covering all the pıocesses

while haıdling compleities aıd interdependencies,
ı quantifo, measure and monitor'coordination',
. provide plarıning, controlling, feedback and waming mechanisms covering all critical processes,

thus enabling managerial control,
. provide a lean, practical and holistic measurement mechanism that alleviates the current drawbacks

of supply chain performaıce measurement systems,
. allow benchmarking,
. incorporate best practices,
. does not ignore organizational and human aspects such as 'trust-building'.

As such, the literatııre still appears immature in terms of modeling efforts and supply chain collaboration
is still a fruitful area ofresearch at which future reseaıch efforts can be directed.

This sfudy revealed that the concept of'collaboration', utilizing all the bçnefits of IT technology and

having direct supply chain performarıce implications, is a critical ingredient of today's supp|y chain

management. Our effort to classify the supply chain models, fiamework and approaches that aie either

relcvant or providing a foundation to the concept of 'collaboration' necessitated 1he covcrage of matuiity
models or reference models as well as üe initial approaches and CPFR. This cleaıly indicated the fragmented

structuıe of curıent modeling efforts and the authors believe that strength ofthis taxonomy study lies in this
joint tleatment ofmodels, frameworks and approaches.
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